"HI, HOW CAN I HELP YOU TODAY?"

IT'S OKAY...
"ID, PLEASE"

"1995? YOU SURE YOU'RE OF AGE?"  "YOU SURE YOU'RE ALLOWED TO DRINK?"

"YOU DON'T SEEM LIKE YOU SHOULD BE"  "ALRIGHT, I'LL LET YOU PASS THIS TIME"
WHAT'S YOUR NAME?

HEY, WHAT'S YOUR NAME?
NO, YOU'RE REAL NAME
UH, MY KOREAN NAME IS SOOEUN

ELIZABETH

WHAT'S YOUR NAME?

LARRY...?

NO, YOUR REAL NAME.

YEAH, THAT'S RIGHT, CLARENCE.
STAR LIGHT, BLOOD TYPE

SEE THAT CONSTELLATION?
THAT'S SCORPIUS

Y'KNOW THAT I'M A SCORPIO?
WHICH MEANS I'M ~MYSTERIOUS~

WHAT A WEIRD BOY...
HE'S ALSO INTO HOROSCOPES...

HE MUST BE A BLOOD TYPE B!!!
CHINESE OR JAPANESE?

AGE 6

So are you Chinese or Japanese? Chinese, right? I have a Chinese friend who looks like you.

AGE 14

Are you Korean or Vietnamese?

AGE 21

I'm Korean!!!

What's her issue?